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CC-4 Common Attack Methods and Tools 
 
Scene Script Visual/stage directions 

1.  We now need to look at some actual hacker tools. 
Why? Because forewarned is forearmed.  
If you know how these tools work, you will be better 
prepared to defend against them. 
In fact, many of these started off as legitimate 
system administration or security procedures 
designed to help spot potential problems and 
weaknesses in systems.  
They have just been hijacked by hackers. 
Others are purely hacker inventions, created to help 
them break-in. 
Whichever they are, learning and understanding 
their capabilities is an important step to preventing 
them being used against you. 
We will be looking at: Password Crackers, Sniffers, 
Keystroke Loggers, Remote Control tools, and 
Rootkits.  

Presenter 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Caption (building as a list): 
Password Crackers 
Sniffers 
Keystroke Loggers 
Remote Control tools 
Rootkits. 

2.  But first a warning! These tools can be dangerous – 
some of these can damage systems, others can 
overload systems. 
All of them are potentially hazardous and should be 
used with great care, and most should be confined 
to use in a ‘laboratory’ situation only. 
If there is a need to use them in a ‘production’ 
environment – and we will point out some that can 
be – then even so, for your own sakes, obtain 
written permission from a senior corporate 
executive, probably the Head of IT, who is briefed on 
the potential consequences of using these in a 
production environment. 
They can reasonable be described as ‘weapons’, 
and any weapon in the wrong hands can prove 
lethal. 
I can guarantee that any computer security or 
remote administration tool if left installed on a 
system unguarded will end up being used against 
you. 

Warning Caption (flashing?): 
System Damage 
System Overload 
 
 
 
Caption: 
Use with care 
Authorisation Required 
 
 
Possibly repeat Warning 
Caption (flashing?): 
System Damage 
System Overload 
 

3.  Internet Control Message Protocol, or ICMP is best 
known for ‘Ping’ – Echo-Request, Echo-Reply.  
But it has many other functions mostly to do with 
router [‘rooter’] control 
ICMP Type 5 is a ‘Redirect’ command and shows 
the ‘best’ route through to a host or network.  
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4.  First let’s consider Password Crackers. 
They only have one legitimate use – to identify any 
weak passwords on your own system, and really 
they should only be used in laboratory situations. 
Although the filenames can be changed to hide 
these programs, it is still a good idea to have your 
security systems set to check for these executables:  
– Brutus 
– L0phtcrack [‘loft-crack’] 
– John-the-Ripper 
– THC-Hydra [T-H-C-hi-dra] 

 
 
 
 
Caption (building list as 
mentioned): 
Brutus 
L0phtcrack 
John-the-Ripper 
THC-Hydra 

5.  Most of the password crackers out there are 
designed for Unix systems.  
 
Brutus is one that is built to be run on Windows 
computers. It will attack HTTP, FTP, Telnet, POP3, 
and SMB.  
 
It can use either word-lists or ‘brute force’ – which 
describes attempts to crack codes through an 
exhaustive trial and error process, rather than using 
any intellectual strategies. 

Caption:  
Brutus 
Caption (building list as 
mentioned): 
HTTP 
FTP 
Telnet 
POP3 
SMB 

6.  Here, we have a screenshot of the main Brutus 
window in action, in this case running against a web 
server using the HTTP basic authentication type.  
Brutus is going for the ‘user admin’ using brute force 
to generate passwords – every five-letter 
combination using A–Z. So, the maximum number of 
passwords attempted will be just under 12 million.  
The status bar indicates that Brutus has attempted 
just over 1.16 million so far, at an average speed of 
501 attempts per second, or just over 30,000 per 
minute.  
The longest this exercise will take is a little under 
seven hours – but it might get lucky! 

PowerPoint CC-4, Page 7. 
Highlight elements on the 
screen as mentioned. 

7.  John-the-Ripper is one of the most feared password 
crackers in existence.  
 
It can crack various types of DES [D-E-S] – 
traditional, BSDI [B-S-D-I], and OpenBSDI – plus 
MD5 hashes, Blowfish, and Kerberos AFS [Curb-er-
oss-A-F-S]. 
 
 
 
 
It is not designed as a remote-cracker, so it needs to 

Caption:  
John-the-Ripper 
Caption (building list as 
mentioned): 
DES 
– traditional 
– BSDI 
–OpenBSD 
MD5 hashes 
Blowfish 
Kerberos AFS 
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work directly with a copy of the encrypted password 
file.  
Originally written for Unix, it is now also available for 
Windows, and it doesn’t matter which operating 
system you run it on.  
Under Windows it will crack a Unix /etc/shadow 
[slash-et-cee-slash-shad-ow] password file, and a 
Unix version can break a Windows LM dump, from 
pwdump [p-w-dump]. 
‘John’ can even attack the passwords of devices like 
Cisco routers and firewalls. All you need is the hash 
– which just needs to be pasted into a text file in the 
same form as a Unix /etc/password [slash-et-cee-
slash-pass-word] file.  

 
 
 
Captions as mentioned: 
/etc/shadow 
pwdump 
 
 
 
/etc/password 

8.  A tool that has made headlines in the Windows’ 
world for years, is L0phtcrack  [‘loft-crack’].  
This has the ability to import password hashes from 
pwdump output files straight from the SAM, and to 
‘sniff’ them off the network.  
It is extremely fast. The ‘brute force’ version is only 
available for a registration fee, but even the 
‘dictionary word’ version can be extremely effective 
against users who have chosen a simple dictionary 
word as their password. 

Caption:  
L0phtcrack 
 
PowerPoint CC-4, Page 9 
[plus Page 10 L0phtcrack 
Demo, if available] 

9.  THC-Hydra is named from the multi-headed monster 
in Greek mythology – because it can perform many 
tasks at once. It has also won the accolade THC [T-
H-C] or “The Hackers’ Choice”. 
It can target over a dozen different protocols. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Again is very fast. It is designed mainly for running 
on Unix computers, but can be compiled – with 
Cygwin [‘sig-win’] – to run under Windows. 

Caption:  
THC-Hydra 
 
Caption (perhaps scrolling 
through): 
Telnet 
FTP 
IMAP / POP3 
SMB 
HTTP/ HTTPS 
Cisco 
LDAP 
MySQL 
VNC 
Rexec 
socks5 
… 
 

10.  Now let us look at ‘sniffers’. 
A good knowledge of these is crucial for both 
network and security administrators.  
They provide a means of monitoring raw TCP/IP 
packet exchanges on a network.  
Sniffers are relatively safe to use on production 
networks – and network administrators will use them 
to troubleshoot network problems.  
Hackers use them heavily for reconnaissance. They 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Caption (building list as 
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help them to identify – among other things – DNS 
servers; Domain Controllers; SMB File and Printer 
Servers; Telnet, SSH and FTP Servers; Web 
Servers and SQL-Servers [sequel-servers]. 
 
 
 
On the security front, they are critical for confirming 
that firewalls are operating properly, and you can 
also use them to observe any hacker scans and 
probes of your defences. 

mentioned): 
DNS servers 
Domain Controllers 
SMB File and Printer 
Servers 
Telnet Servers 
SSH Servers 
FTP Servers 
Web Servers 
SQL-Servers 

11.  The ‘grand-daddy’ of the network-sniffer tools is 
TCPDump [T-C-P-dump].  
It is designed for Unix systems – and actually comes 
free with systems like Red Hat Linux – to enable a 
whole range of protocols to be translated. 
TCPDump is a command-line tool, with various 
command options.  
To really see the traffic, you have to put the network-
interface-card in what is known as “promiscuous 
mode”. Otherwise you can see only the ethernet 
traffic to and from your own computer. 

Caption: 
TCPDump 

12.  Here we have the output from TCPDump. Learning 
how to read it all, takes time and some study –but it 
is well worth it. 
This covers only a few seconds and, even then, 
several of the items in the original dump have been 
cut.  
But notice that the following types of traffic have 
been quickly identified: 
– SSH 
– DNS requests 
– SYSLOG [siss-log] traffic 
– NetBIOS [net-bi-oss] traffic 
Each item has a time stamp, the TCP/IP source and 
destination addresses, and the source and 
destination ports.  
Other information is also present like flags – note the 
“ack” entry in the first message – “Don’t Fragment” – 
DF– window size, and DNS information. 

PowerPoint CC-4, Page 15 
 
 
Highlight text on screen as 
mentioned. 

13.  WinDump is the Windows’ version of TCPDump – 
although it does require the wpcap.dll [W-P-Cap-dot-
D-L-L] to be installed on the path before it will work. 

 

14.  To make all this easier to read, there is a program 
called Ethereal. This is graphical tool – available for 
Windows, Unix, and Linux – which not only presents 
capture from TCPDump and WinDump better, but 
can also do its own capture straight from a network. 
Here we see how it breaks the capture up into three 

PowerPoint CC-4, Page 17 
 
 
Highlight windows on screen 
as mentioned. 
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windows: 
the top window shows each message. One 
message, in blue, has been selected.  
More detail on that message is then shown in the 
middle window.  
The bottom window shows the actual raw 
hexadecimal traffic from this message. 

15.  Next we come to Keystroke Logger programs.  
Put bluntly, these are extremely bad news. And 
there are a great number of them out there. 
In the Unix world particularly, Keystroke Loggers are 
used as part of an audit trail – but in the hands of a 
hacker, these are often used in combination with a 
Trojan Horse to steal user-IDs, passwords, and 
similar sensitive information. 
You can detect a keystroke logger by finding 
unauthorised keyboard drivers, which will be 
reported by many vulnerability scanners. 
Keystroke loggers should be installed only under the 
most carefully monitored circumstances and only by 
those who know what they are doing. As a general 
rule, they do not belong on production systems. 

Caption: 
Keystroke Loggers 

16.  Another set of hacker utilities can be grouped as 
‘network tools’. 
For example, Curl is an all-purpose network 
connector – connecting web sites with HTTP or the 
SSL version, HTTPS. It can also talk to FTP, 
Gopher, LDAP [L-dap], and Telnet servers – plus a 
few more. 
In itself it isn’t a password-cracker but, since it is 
command-line driven, it is very easy to use with a 
script to guess passwords. 
Curl is another one of those programs that should be 
restricted to the lab only. 
You can find out more about Curl at 
www.targetcomputer.com. 

Caption: 
Network Tools 

17.  OpenSSL is designed to allow anyone to setup SSL 
on a web-server, allowing you to redirect normal 
HTTP traffic through an SSL connection, using the 
default SSL port, 443 [four-forty-three]. So it can be 
used for legitimate troubleshooting. 
But it can also be used by hackers to read certificate 
information directly from SSL web sites.  
For more information you can visit www.openssl.org  
[w-w-w-open-s-s-l-dot-org] 

Caption: 
OpenSSL 
Caption: 
Port 443 
 
 
Caption:  
www.openssl.org 

18.  wget [w-get] is a command-line tool on Unix and 
Linux, which can be set to dump the entire contents 
of a web page. 
This allows the Hacker to view the complete original 
HTTP code – starting at the home page and 

Caption: 
wget 
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following every link to every page on the web site – 
revealing passwords and comments.  
So it can be used to compromise web site security. 
For more information you can visit: 
www.targetwebsite.com 

 
 
Caption: 
www.targetwebsite.com  

19.  You will recall from our discussion of firewalls and 
router access lists, that it is very important to know 
what kind of traffic is being used on which TCP and 
UDP ports.  
Tools like Datapipe and fpipe [f-pipe] are used to get 
round basic firewalls by disguising the port they are 
using. 
They can change the labelled source port to be 
different from the one they are actually 
communicating on. 
For example the command “fpipe –l 139 –r 139  
–s 80 192.168.1.54”  
[F-pipe-dash-L-one-three-nine-dash-R-one-three-
nine- 
dash-S-eighty-one-nine-two-dot-one-six-eight- 
dot-one-dot-fifty-four] instructs to listen on port 139 
and send traffic to port 139 [one-thirty-nine] – but to 
mark the source port for the outbound traffic as port 
80 [eighty].  
As most firewalls allow port 80 traffic to flow freely – 
since that should be from a web-server –  this false 
web traffic will go through the firewall – that is unless 
it is a stateful inspection type smart enough to defeat 
it.  

 
 
Caption: 
Datapipe 
fpipe 
 
 
 
Caption (one line): 
fpipe –l 139 –r 139  
–s 80 192.168.1.54 

20.  hping [H-ping], or “Host Ping”, is designed to be a 
much more sophisticated ping test than ICMP [I-C-
M-P].  
Among its many options, it can send pings with TCP 
and can configure what flags are set. It can be sent 
with a TCP source port of 0.  
All these options make hping a powerful tool to test 
firewall rule sets – able to be used by network 
administrators, and hackers, alike.  
hping2 will soon be replaced by hping3. 
It’s available from www.hping.org. 

Caption: 
hping 
 
 
 
 
 
Caption: 
www.hping.org 

21.  Now let’s discuss a situation where your computer’s 
operating system is actually turned against you. 
In 1999 a Rootkit was developed for Windows NT. 
Subsequently Windows 2000 [two-thousand] has 
been targeted, and numerous versions exist for 
Unix. 
These allow a hacker to modify the actual code of 
the operating system – hiding registry keys, 
undertaking ‘exe’ [Ex-E] re-direction, and performing 
other ‘stealth’ tricks within the OS 
Once deployed, any registry key starting ‘_root_’ 
[underscore-root-underscore] will be hidden, and any 

Caption: 
Rootkits 
 
 
 
 
 
Caption: 
‘_root_ 
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‘exe’ that starts ‘_root_’ will also be hidden.  
Basic operating system commands like ‘ls’ [L-S] in 
Unix, and ‘dir’ [D-I-R] in Windows/DOS, will no 
longer report true results. 
The best way to detect the use of a rootkit is to use a 
Checksum tool, like Tripwire, and, once detected the 
only solution is a complete re-install of the operating 
system. 

 
 
 
Caption: 
Checksum = Tripwire 
 
 

22.  This brings us to the end of our look at common 
attack methods and tools.  
As we’ve seen many of the tools now used 
extensively by hackers for network scanning and 
penetration, were either originally designed by 
network and security administrators, or have uses in 
those areas.  
But let us repeat our warning – use these with 
extreme care, and always obtain written permission 
before using them in any sort of ‘live’ environment. 
 
Thank you. 

 

 


